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Question 1 - Choose the correct answer to complete the sentences.

1. Sindbad was _______ in Baghdad.

a. happy

b. bored

c. sad

d. tired

2. The merchants threw down big _______ into the valley for the eagles.

a. snakes

b. diamonds

c. pieces of meat

d. stone

3. The speaker’s throne was made of

a. ivory

b. gold

c. silver

d. bronze

4. His carriage would move through

a. hills and rivers



b. tartary’s glades

c. the citron trees

d. purple vale

Question 2 - Read the sentence and answer the questions that follow.

1. ‘Looking up, I saw the shadow of a huge bird flying towards me.’

a. Name the bird.

b. How does Sindbad describe it?

c. What was the huge dome that Sindbad had seen just before the bird
appeared?

Question 3 – Read the question and answer it:

1. Why was Sindbad bored of living in Baghdad?

2. Where did he spend the night in the valley?

Question 4 – Insert the correct article from the given options:

1. World is a happy place.

a. those

b. these

c. an

d. the

Question 5-Choose the correct adverb from the given options:

2. The two dogs fought ____ over a bone.

a. nicely

b. happily

c. fiercely

d. none

3. She will come here in a short time.



a. quickly

b. fast

c. soon

d. none

Question 6 - Choose the correct –ing form from the given options:

1. She is _____ a letter to her mother.

a. writting

b. writeing

c. writing

d. wrriting

Question 7 - Choose the right answer which shows the past tense of the given
sentence:

1. She goes to school by bus.

a. she gone to school by bus.

b. she went to school by bus.

c. she will go to school by bus.

d. all of the above.

Question 8- Fill in the given blank with the appropriate form of the verbs in
brackets to

show past continuous tense:

1. Kunal and Madan ______ _______ (hide) from their cousin.

2. Why ____ you _____ (fight) with hi

Question 9 - Fill in the given blank with the correct form of the verbs in brackets
to

show simple future tense:

1. Kirti ____ also ____ (meets) if possible.



2. They ____ _____ (wait) till the bell rings.

Question 10 - Choose the correct prepositions to complete the sentence:

1. The pot is full (of/with/from) water.

2. The house is (for/on/at) sale.

Question 11 - Join the two sentences using suitable conjunctions:

1. I bought cards for my friends. I did not post them.

2. I like goan food. I tried many different dishes.

Question 12 - Answer the questions with a Yes or a No.

1. Is knives the plural of knife.

2. Do lions scream?

3. Does a fish have fins?

Note- Content absolutely prepared from home.


